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A mixture of songs that can make you get up and dance and then the next minute let gravity bring you

back down to earth and relate with a broken heart. Its a 14 track album that consists of up beat jam/rock.

14 MP3 Songs POP: Pop/Rock, ROCK: Post-Rock/Experimental Details: 23 year old singer-songwriter

Nick Zuber, his long time bass player, and his little chick drummer are a unique small town trio who are

creating a big buzz. Hailing from Painesville, Ohio a suburb of Cleveland, they have only been together a

little over a year and their music has already taken the local scene by storm. When fans are asked what

genre they think the music can be categorized as they usually have a hard time pinning it. Though the

band is commonly compared to Dave Matthews and John Mayer, the sound is definitely something that is

refreshing to music and well on its way to having extreme longevity. Nick was inspired to be a musician at

age 18 after hearing his mom sing. Encouraged by her he picked up a guitar and started a high school

band. Eventually he went solo and was soon backed up by musicians composed of popular local band

Magnum Opus. They released two LP's in early and late 2006 titled Reassurance and Write Hear.

Although the band enjoyed playing together, Nick's ambition and drive about the direction of his music

and career wasn't shared by everyone. In early January 2007, he was playing a regular gig when he met

Angela "AC" Cutrone; a drummer who he quickly found out did share that ambition. They were previous

acquaintances who knew they had a common taste in music but didn't know that either actually played

music. AC began jamming with Nick and his bass player Jono Yowell and the chemistry between the

three was undeniable thus forming the trio that is now taking the music where he always wanted. Within

the first 5 months of 2007, their calendars were full every weekend and people were constantly

requesting recordings of the new music. To please the new fans they were getting, the band went into the

studio and recorded a short acoustic EP to sell until they had enough songs for a full length CD. They

played every show they could and swept the attention of crowds from hip-hop shows to biker bars. Soon,

the local college caught wind and had the band open up for the popular Philadelphia based band Fooling

April. STAR 97.1 FM DJ Jeremy James took interest in the band and offered to help them by playing their

music at prime times and also having them in-studio for an interview and acoustic session. Their new LP
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"The Garden of Constant Rain" has only been out for a short time yet has already sold a few hundred

copies. Widely loved and recognized in the local scene, Nick Zuber is ready to make waves on an even

bigger level. The band is currently working with artist development company Hitt Music Group out of Los

Angeles and CNTO Productions out of Cleveland. The trio will be hitting the road in April to expand their

fan base and promote their new CD. The tour will coincide with a benefit show they are dong for

Northeast Ohio Autism Group at the House of Blues in Cleveland, as well as a breast cancer research

benefit being held in Columbia, SC by the Chrome Divas, a charitable female motorcycle group with

divisions across the nation. People who are interested in Jack Johnson John Mayer Dave Matthews

should consider this download.
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